Abstract: At present, college students mass incidents (hereinafter referred to as "CSMIs") is a hot topic of social concern, they will pose great threats to the safety and stability of universities and even the whole society once happened. To study the evolution mechanism and the control principle of CSMIs is important to the security and stability of college. This paper constructed the key structural element indicator system of CSMIs, and evaluated the index weight of each element by using hierarchical entropy analysis. The conclusions will be conducive to the further research on the generative mechanism of CSMIs, and further propose the effective control strategies for CSMIs.
Introduction
China is in the phase of transition, and the interactive influence of various deep social conflicts and the continuous adjustment of social patterns have contributed to the constant breakout of college students mass incidents (hereinafter referred to as "CSMIs"). According to the Blue Book of Chinese Society published by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, mass incidents led by Chinese college students have become a typical category of mass incidents and attracted a high degree of attention by the society. Most CSMIs are destructive to a certain degree, they will severely interrupt the normal education orderand pose great threats to the safety and stability of universities, and even to those of the whole society. Therefore, it is of practical significance to study the evolution mechanism of CSMIs.
CSMIs are a common type of mass incidents nowadays [1] , classical research on social psychology abroad is all based on Western social settings, which believe in individual value that prioritizes individualism. While China is a typical country with collectivism and Chinese college students prioritize collectivism rather than individualism. Currently, domestic research on CSMIs is quite rare, but compared with mass incidents, CSMIs are often induced and participated by college students. Given that CSMIs happen in colleges, participants are characterized by a relatively higher knowledge level, the acute sense of politics and rights-safeguarding, younger age, and higher degree of external attention, thus CSMIs are of their unique characteristics. Tao Yingyong's definition of CSMIs [2] is relatively broad, covering the incidents caused by natural disasters such as earthquakes, typhoon, flood, fire and accidents, it is clearly stated that CSMIs happen in colleges and participants are college students. Guo Feng [3] believes that CSMIs bear the characteristics of misunderstandings, it should be emphasized that such incidents are caused by a certain incident and the rationality of college students demonstrated in the incident should be recognized. Pu Tianwei focuses more on the elements of CSMIs centered by the appealing of benefits and the concentration of hot topics, believing that "CSMIs are often referred to as incidents happening in colleges due to some shared attention, characterized by the participation of many students with organizational capacity. They can be quickly transformed into incidents with large scales and may possibly jeopardize the normal education order or social security". CSMIs mainly consist of frenzy disturbance; illegal gathering; collective sit-down, appealing, class boycott, meal boycott; demonstration; the disturbance of education and life order; gathering affray, and so on.
In this paper, it is believed that CSMIs are a typical category of mass incidents, they are referred to as those caused by unexpected cases with the participation of many students. They are characterized by organizational capacity and unexpectedness, and students in colleges gather either legally or illegally to express their appeals or opinions. CSMIs can be a powerful strength to promote the development of society, but can also be transformed into detrimental incidents that jeopardize the order and stability of colleges and society [4] [5] . The difference between CSMIs and common mass incidents is that the former belongs to the type of incidents led by elites [6] with the following features: the strong sense of group homogeny effect, the imbalance between the physical and mental development, the prominent expression of moods, the obvious influence of the internet, the high attention from society, and the interaction between domestic and international situations [7] . CSMIs are a double-edged sword; some domestic scholars tend to define them from the perspective of violence, anti-humanity, and negativity, believing that CSMIs will jeopardize normal education order and the stability of universities and may pose threat to society. While some scholars define CSMIs from the neutral or positive perspective, believing that CSMIs can serve as the valve for releasing social pressure, and can promote the development of society to a certain degree.
The successful evolution of CSMIs is the result of the interaction between different factors, namely, when different factors interact with each other, mass incidents may happen [8] . Analyzing the structural elements of mass incidents is of great importance to effectively control the evolution of mass incidents. Scholars both home and abroad have analyzed the structural elements of CSMIs, but most of the current research adopts qualitative analysis and structural elements can barely explain the influence indicator of the evolution of CSMIs in a systematic manner. Based on the above deficiencies, this paper constructs the indicator system of structural elements for CSMIs and evaluates the weight of indicators through hierarchical entropy analysis. Related conclusions are beneficial for further analyzing the evolution mechanism of CSMIs and provide reference for effectively controlling the evolution of CSMIs.
Research Methods
Current methods adopted for determining the weight of indicators include: analytic hierarchy process method, hierarchical entropy analysis method, entropy method, data envelopment analysis method, Sheffield method, and fuzzy weight method. This paper to determine the importance weight of structural elements of CSMIs using the hierarchical entropy analysis method, which combines the advantages of qualitative and quantitative methods and has been applied in many fields [9] . In this paper, the weight value of different structural elements is determined by analytic hierarchy process method, and the weights of structural elements are further corrected and tested via entropy method to gain the weight of indicators with more accuracy. The final weight values are comprehensively ordered to gain the evaluation result of importance.
The Construction of the Indicator System
On the basis of the analysis of the evolution of CSMIs and the model analysis of previous structural elements of CSMIs, this paper constructs an evaluation indicator system of structural elements of CSMIs according to the principle of comprehensiveness, systematization, hierarchy, and rationality of the structural element indicator evaluation system. The system is divided into four parts, which can be seen in Table 1 . 
Evaluation of Indicator System
Due to condition constraints, this paper chose 12 experts in related fields in colleges and one questionnaire was sent to each of them, 9 were collected. After analysis, 2 biased or invalid questionnaires were deducted. The weighted average calculation was conducted for the remaining 7 questionnaires, and the synthetic judgement matrix was formed, thus gaining the importance order of the structural elements for CSMIs. Between two elements, one is definitely more important than the other 9 Between two elements, one is extremely more important than the other
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The degree of making a balance between the above mentioned two standards , the judgment matrix constructed in this paper, ij a is the value of the matrix for line i row j , indicating the related importance of the ith indicator to the jth indicator. The matrix is determined by experts in related fields in colleges based on the importance degree of the structural elements indicator system, the value of the judgment matrix is determined according to Table 2 . Finally a three level judgment matrix is constructed in this paper: , -, -,18 in total. is the maximum characteristic root, RI is the average random consistency indicator, the value of RI is shown in Table 3 . If 0.1 CR < , then the judgment A is of good consistency, if 0.1 CR ≥ , then judgment A needs to be corrected until the consistency is achieved. The test result of matrix consistency is shown in Table 4 . It can be seen that the matrix satisfies the condition of 0.1 CR < , thus it has passed the consistency test.
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Table4 (5) The Order of importance. According to the calculation result above, the weight value of structural element indicator of CSMIs are shown in Table 5 , the orders of importance of first level indicators are participation group, information spread, unexpected incidents, and environment, with their weigh values as 0.4072, 0.3497, 0.2082, and 0.0349 respectively.
Conclusion
This paper constructed the structural element indicator system of CSMIs, and evaluated the index weight of each element by using hierarchical entropy analysis, the research shows that participation group, information spread and unexpected incidents take up most of the weight value in the structural element indicator system of CSMIs, in which (1) the single value of participation group reached 0.4072 and was the highest among all the indicators with the determining force; (2) the single value of information spread reached 0.3497, ranking the second and showed that information spread played as the catalyzer in the evolution of CSMIs under the circumstance of Internet use; (3) the single value of unexpected incidents reached 0.2082, ranking the third and was the trigger for CSMIs; and (4) the weight value of environment was the lowest, but its function as the catalyzer for CSMIs was still obvious.
In conclusion, unexpected incidents, information spread and environment factors are the external driving force for CSMIs and the necessary factors, participation group is the internal driving force and the determining factor, and the combination of the internal and external forces contributes to the happening of CSMIs. The conclusions in this paper are conducive to understanding the importance degree and mutual function of different structural elements of CSMIs, and to providing reference for the effective control of the evolution of CSMIs. 
